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Abs t rac t 

Instantiation orderings over formulas (the re-
lation of one formula bemg an instance of an
other) have long been central to the study of 
automated deduction and logic programming, 
and are of rapidly-growing importance in the 
study of database systems and machine learn
ing A variety of instantiation ordenngs are 
now IP use, many of which incorporate some 
k ind of background information in the form 
of a constraint theory Even a casual exami
nation of these instantiation orderings reveals 
that they are somehow related, but in exactly 
what way? This paper presents a general in
stantiation ordering of which all these order
ings are special cases, as are other instantia
t ion ordenngs The paper shows that this gen
eral ordering has the semantic properties we de-
sire in an instantiation ordering, implying that 
the special cases have these properties as well 
The extension to this general ordering is useful 
in applications to inductive logic programming, 
automated deduction and logic programming, 
knowledge-base vivification, and database sys
tems 

1 I n t r o d u c t i o n 
Instantiation orderings over formulas (the relation of one 
formula bemg an instance of another) have long been 
central to the study of automated deduction and logic 
programming, and are of rapidly-growmg importance 
to the study of database systems and machine learn
ing (e g , in inductive logic programming) One com
mon way—perhaps the most common way-to build a 
theory of background information into a computational 
system based on instantiation is to generalize the ordi
nary definition of instantiation to take account of the 
theory The earliest work of this kind was Plotkin's 
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[1972] method of building an equational theory into res-
olution merely by replacing unification with the more 
general operation of unification wi th respect to the the-
ory, an operation he called T-un i f i ca t ion" and is today 
called "E-unification " E-unification can be thought of 
as an operation used to obtain the greatest lower bound 
in an instantiation ordering that is relative to the built-in 
equational theory Sorted Jogics can be thought of as log
ics that incorporate background information about sorts, 
which are sets of objects in the domain All automated 
deduction systems for sorted logic (e g , [Walther, 1987, 
Conn, 1987, Schmidt-Schauss, 1989, Frisch, 1991]) per
form sorted unification, which, once again, can be 
thought of as an operation used to obtain the greatest 
lower bound in an instantiation ordering wi th a built- in 
theory about sorts 

This paper presents an instantiation ordering for con 
straint logic, a logic that generalizes previous logics that 
incorporate background information, and proves that 
previous instantiation ordenngs are special cases of this 
ordering Furthermore, Section 5 shows the utiliy of 
this generalized instantiation ordering by discussing ap-
plications to (1) induction and inductive logic program
ming, (2) deduction and logic programming, and (3) 
knowledge-base vivification We are currently investi
gating applications to constraint databases and database 
query languages as well The extension to constraint 
logic is vi tal for each of these applications 

After defining our generalized instantiation ordering, 
we identify two semantic properties that one should ex
pect of instantiation orderings, properties that make in
stantiation orderings useful Theorem 2 establishes that 
our general instantiation ordering has these properties, 
consequently (because of the nature of these properties) 
all special cases of the general ordering must have these 
properties 

A major consequence of defining instantiation in such 
a general setting is that the tradit ional substitution-
based definitions are inadequate The definition of in
stantiation presented in this paper (Section 3) does not 
involve substitutions, it is primari ly semantic Two 
of the principle theorems of this paper, Theorems 3 
and 6, each identify conditions under which an instanti-
ation ordering can be based on substitution Examples 
are presented that show that substitution-based defini-
tions cannot be guaranteed to work when these condi-
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tions are not met Thus, this paper demonstrates that 
substitution-based definitions, such as that embodied in 
E-unification, are not applicable in all generalized set
tings, and the paper identifies some of the l imits of ap
plicability For example, we see that the instantiation 
ordering for sorted logic can be generalized from sorts to 
arbitrary predicates provided that there are no built-in 
equations However, if there are built-in equations, then 
additional conditions, which are identified in the paper, 
must be met 

By showing that sorted logic meets the conditions of 
Theorem 3, and that logic wi th built- in equations meets 
the conditions of Theorem 6, we are able to prove that 
the instantiation orderings associated wi th these two log
ics are special cases of our general instantiation ordering 
These proofs are simple, suggesting that it also may be 
simple to prove that other instantiation ordenngs are 
special cases of the general ordering Other properties, 
such as the existence of least upper bounds and greatest 
lower bounds and the finiteness of antichains, ascending 
chains, a rd descending chains, hold only in some instan
t iat ion ordenngs Elsewhere sufficient conditions for ob
taining these algebraic properties are presented [Page, 
1993] 

2 Constrained Formulas and Constraint 
Theories 

A constrained formula is composed of two ordinary for
mulae, one called the head and the other called the con
straint The constraint can be any formula whose pred
icates are drawn from a distinguished set of predicates 
called constraint predicates In addition, TRUE is a con
straint and has the obvious interpretation We stipulate 
that the interpreted equality predicate ( "= " ) is a con
straint predicate For clarity, constraint predicates (ex
cept equality) are written in email capital letters, e g 
"ELEPHANT " The head of a constrained formula can be 
any formula that contains no constraint predicates We 
require that every variable that has a free occurrence in 
the constraint also has a free occurrence in the head 
Constraint formulas are wri t ten m the form where 

is the head and C is the constraint 
But what does a constrained formula mean7 In all 

the applications of constrained formulas that we know 
about, the variables in the formulas are either all univer
sally quantified or al l existentially quantified 1 Where 
is any formula (ordinary or constrained), we say that the 
universal closure of is the result of universally quanti
fying all free variables in and we denote the universal 
closure of <p by Similarly, the existential closure of <t> 
is the result of existentially quantifying all free variables 
in O/, and it is denoted by is a constrained 
formula, then we define to be logically equiva
lent to and to be logically equivalent 
to 

Operations on constrained formulae act with respect 
to background information about the constraint predi-
cates This background information takes the form of a 

l I n fact, substantia] difficulties confront attempts to mix 
the quantifiers on constrained formulas 
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2 Monadic constraint predicates are often referred to as 
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for simple equality, but rather for equality according to 
the theory £ We now formulate a substitution-based 
characterization motivated by this idea, prove that it is 
correct under certain conditions, and show by example 
that this approach cannot always work The characten 
zation allows equality in the const ram t theory, E, though 
not in the constrained formulas 

We now provide several additional definitions that are 
needed The definition of homomorphum between mod
els, which follows, is standard The definition of initial 
model, taking into account the t ruth values of predicates, 
is taken from Goguen and Meseguer [1986] 



6Jaffar, Lanez, and Maher [Jaffar et ai , 1986] relax this 
reatnctioD to allow E to be any set of definite clauses whose 
only predicate is the equality predicate 

°For example, see the survey by Siekmann [1989] 

I nduc t i ve Logic P r o g r a m m i n g HP focuses on 
inductive learning using a first-order representation, 
specifically a definite clause representation [Muggleton, 
1992] At the foundation of ILP is the work of Plotkin 
[1970] and Reynolds [1970] on the computation of least 
upper bounds for ordinary logic This foundational work 
has been extended by Fnsch and Page to cover sorted 
logic (based on Theorem 9) [Pnech and Page, 1990], 
and then further to constraint logic (using a special case 
of the characterizations of Theorem 3 and Theorem 6) 
[Page and Fnsch, 1992] The extension to constraint 
logic can also be viewed as an extension of Buntine's 
[1986] definition of generalized subsumption. 

One active area of ILP research over the last four 
years has been the study of PAC-leamability of restricted 
classes of definite clause concepts, relative to various 
classes of definite clause background theories, this work 
is summarized in [Cohen and Page, 1995] The earliest 
results (both positive and negative) within this area ac
tually were proven using the aforementioned extensions 
of the work of Plotkin and Reynolds based on special 
cases of the ordenngs developed in this paper [Page and 
Frisch, 1992] Crucial to these results are the semantic 
properties of these ordenngs, as provided in the theo
rems of this paper 

These early results on learnabuity in ILP have been 
extended significantly to yield a positive result that ap-
plies to structural domains, such as molecular biology or 
blocks world problem solving [Page, 1993] The foun
dation of this extended result is the characterization 
of instantiation in Theorem 6, which allows equality in 
the background theory The extended result general-
izes Haussler's [1989] learnabihty result for structural do
mains with subset queries in a number of ways, the most 
significant of which are (1) the ability to learn disjunc
tive concepts, and (2) the use of much richer background 
theories (for example, background theories that are not 
restricted to use only unary predicates) Furthermore, 
it can be shown that this result subsumes most of the 
positive PAC-learnability results for ILP (though not the 
positive PAC-predtction results) 7 

Deduc t i ve Systems Constraint logic has been used 
as the basis of constraint logic programming [Jaffar and 
Lassez, 1987, Hohfeld and Smolka, 1988] and in gener
alizations of certain deductive systems [Burckert, 1991, 
Friech, 1994] Such systems typically employ a resolu 
t ion inference rule that generalizes the ordinary rule of 
resolution Let us first observe how the ordinary rule 
of resolution is based on the ordinary instantiation or
dering, and then consider how this inference rule can be 
generalized to constraint logic by basing it on our instan
tiation ordering for constraint logic 

The ordinary rule of resolution operates by tak
ing most-general instances of the two parent clauses 
such that the two literals being resolved upon become 
complements (that is, identical but opposite m sign) 

7For PAC-predictabi l i ty as opposed to PAC-learnability, 
the final hypothesis need not have any particular form (e g, 
a logic program or a propositional D N F formula) 
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5 Applications 
The introduction to this paper mentioned many appli
cations of the instantiation ordenngs for ordinary first-
order logic, for logic with built- in equations! theories 
and for sorted logic This section extends the discus
sion to applications that employ the generalized order 
ings characterized by Definition 1 and by Theorems 3 
and 6 The application areas discussed are (1) induc
tion and inductive logic programming, (2) deduction and 
logic programming, and (3) knowledge-base vivification 



In some simple constraint logics, such as some sorted 
logics, a most general common instance may not exist, in 
which case the above re9olutioD rule must generate many 
resolvents to take account of the multiple maximally-
general, but incomparable, common instances The 
longer version of this paper identifies conditions surfi-
cient for the existence of greatest lower bounds 

The completeness of resolution and similar inference 
systems is usually proved by a Herbrand Theorem, which 
relates the satisfiability of non-ground clauses to the 
satisfiability of their ground instances, and a Lif t ing 
Theorem, which relates non-ground derivations to then-
ground instances In a series of papers, Frisch has 
shown how, under certain conditions, the proofs of these 
theorems can be systematically transformed to obtain 
proofs of the corresponding theorems for inference sys
tems based on instantiation with built- in theories These 
results have been formulated for sorted logic based on 
the characterization of Theorem 9 [Frisch, 1991], for 
modal logic based on the characterization of Theorem 3 
[Frisch and Scherl, 1991], and for arbitrary constraint 
logic based on a characterization equivalent to that of 
Definition 1 [Frisch, 1994] 

Though not immediately obvious, the preceding dis-
cussion applies equally to many systems for automated 
deduction in modal logic As is well-known, modal logic 
often can be viewed as implicit discourse about possible 
worlds and, therefore, can be translated to non-modal 
logic that explicitly discusses possible worlds Frisch 
and Scherl [1991] show that for many modal logics the 
sentences resulting from this translation can be trans-
formed into constrainted formulas in which the accessi
bil i ty conditions among possible worlds appear solely in 
the constraints From this point of view, the path uni
fication algorithms employed by many modal deduction 
systems [Ohlbach, 1988, Jackson and Reichgelt, 1989, 
Wallen, 1990] can be seen to be solvere for such con
straints In other words, these path unification algo-
rithms compute the greatest lower bounds m the instan
tiation ordering 

K n o w l e d g e Base V i v i f l c a t i o n The premise of viv-
lfication is that much of the complexity of automated 
deduction arises from incomplete knowledge m knowl
edge bases (KBs), m particular from disjunctions leading 
to reasoning by cases [Borgida and Etherington, 1989, 
Ethenngton et ol, 1989, Levesque, 1988] To use an ex
ample from Levesque [1988], suppose our KB includes 
age{jreo\7\) V age{Jrea\72) Many of the interesting con-

6 Conclusion 
This paper has presented a general instantiation order
ing for constrained formulas to which the established in
stantiation orderings for various rest ricted classes of con
strained formulas are equivalent This ordering allows us 
to prove, at once, semantic properties of all these instan
t iat ion orderngs The uti l i ty of building theories into 
instantiation has been established by a long history of 
applications in automated deduction and a short history 
of applications m automated induction We anticipate 
that instantiation with built-in theories wil l continue its 
key role in deductive reasoning and wil l play an increas-
ing role in non-deductive reasoning 
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